Name of the event - Group interaction

In the month of June 2020 we have created a Whatsapp group titled (EBSB Govt. Arts + Sunni HP). We have 87 participants in this group.

In the month of July 2020 we conducted a group interaction activity. This programme started on 3 July and ended on 13 July 2020.

Dr. Edakkotte Shaji, Principal, Govt. Arts and Science College, Calicut and Prof. Neena Gupta, Principal, Atal Bihari Vajpeey Govt. Degree College, Sunni, Himachal Pradesh uploaded their message.

Dr. Poornima, EBSB Nodal officer, Kerala and Dr. Verma, EBSB Nodal officer, Himachal Pradesh also forwarded their messages.

Teachers and students in this group also exchanged messages.

This initiative was a success to next programme planned in the month of August 2020.
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